
Answer: Surgical consultation 

 

Temporary epicardial pacemaker wires are frequently used following cardiac surgery to minimize the 

risk of life-threatening arrhythmias and optimize post-surgical hemodynamics. The wires are 

manufactured with a small needle on one end which is secured into the epicardium, while the other end 

accommodates a larger needle used to puncture the thoracic wall. Once pacing is no longer required, 

the wire is removed via gentle traction, extracting the secured lead from the epicardium. If removal is 

unsuccessful it is recommended to place the lead under gentle traction and cut the wire at skin level, 

allowing the motion of the heart to withdraw the remaining wire into the thoracic cavity.1 

It has generally been thought that retention of these wires was associated with little or no morbidity or 

mortality, in fact some early literature advocated for routine cutting at the skin rather than complete 

removal.1-2 However, it has been increasingly recognized that complications of a retained pacemaker 

wire primarily occur after a long dormant period and are often related to migration. The literature 

describes several notable cases including migration into the pulmonary artery, right ventricle, carotid 

artery, aorta, and bronchus. More distant sites have also been described including the skin surface, 

pelvis, and abdominal cavity leading to small bowel obstruction.2 

While complications of retained pacemaker wires have now been better characterized, there remain no 

consensus guidelines addressing their removal. As complications may present decades following surgery 

with vague signs and symptoms, it is recommended that retained pacemaker wires should be well-

documented in the patient’s chart and be considered on a case-by-case basis should symptoms or 

complications arise.2 

This patient was subsequently referred and evaluated in outpatient general surgery clinic. It was felt the 

pain was moderately impairing for the patient who was noted to be a poor surgical candidate due to 

multiple comorbidities, and thus surgical intervention was deferred. References: 
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